OSP Roundtable July 2019

• New research services site
• Demo by Ellen Hartman (eh79)
  Research Administration Information Systems (RAIS)
New Site researchservices.cornell.edu

• OSP, ORIA, CARE, SFS sites consolidated. (Old sites being turned off.)
• Some EHS and CTL content integrated. (Current sites staying live.)

• Benefits to Cornell
  • One site to remember (will include EHS & CTL integrations and links)
  • Central communication. Reduces duplication.
  • Organized by research process stage; similar to other university sites.

• Content updates continue after launch.
• Functionality updates also planned.
Next Steps

Testing, Features, Content
Testing

- Faculty and Staff
  - Current navigation and tools
  - Current content
  - Collect information for future content
Planned Feature Updates

• Who is my GCO?
  • Updated and expanded

• Events
  • Calendar for groups
  • Recurring events

• List pages (example: All Policies, All Contacts)
  • Display as table
  • Enable sorting
  • Additional details, including publication date

• Navigation and “sign post” updates
  • Links in resource grid
  • Indication of “you are here”
  • Analytics to improve page order and naming
Planned Content Updates

• Expanded content for Industry Work
• Deliverables, Publications, and Reports
• International Travel
• Paying International Staff
• Shared Equipment and Resources
• Research Data Management Services Group
• What else?
Send Your Thoughts

• Send feedback any time to rais-help@cornell.edu
• OR use the Feedback link at the bottom of every page on the site.